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HAPPY NEW YEAR Where do we start with a review for this year 2021? The Thorsday 

shows? The TPC? The Must Listen to shows? The Covid clownery? The global tyranny? 

the global divide of the people into two categories, vaxxed and unvaxxed. It has been an 

extraordinary year in so many ways, and is impossible to cover it all, unless I spent the 

next month doing extra shows. I am sure you would all love that, but what has unfolded 

for me personally this year is, how much of my time has gone into what we are and have 

done. The classic line of I know your busy but, was tested to the limit this year, as more 

and more of my time was dedicated into all the dynamics the show and all the other 

things connected to it brings. But this is what I signed up for, it was always going to be a 

journey of sacrifice of time, life and in some cases personal and friend relationships. But, 

this past year re-enforced many of the words spoken in shows of the past. The Covid 

scam being the most obvious example, those people will never learn anything, they are 

too lazy to even save or protect their own lives, all too content to let their new parents, 

Government and media to run their pathetic lives for them. 2021 will go down as the year 

people showed just how stupid they really are, just how shallow they really are, one 

conversation with any of them will see to that. These bot like people would do anything 

to hand over responsibility to others, particularly of dark intentions. I swear if Biden or 

other leaders said walk through an enclosed fire pit and it will cure Covid, the lines will 

resemble a Black Friday shopping day. These people also dictate policy, and we have to 

suffer for it. We all suffer wars, tyranny, scarcity and life's ills, because this majority 

allows it all to unfold. We can blame the cabal and over bloated suit people, but it is these 

very same stupid and zero responsibility people that not only enforce their policies, but 

dictate them. And yes they are amongst our family, friends and work circles, which 

brings pain, division and in some cases deep hurt, but we cannot allow them to dictate our 

lives is the message going forward, and just maybe from a non personal point of view, the 

clowns are doing us a favor. As harsh as that may sound on a personal level, on a species 

and progression level it is the best path forward. Remember if that statement triggers you, 

what we are doing now is not necessarily for our benefit, it is for the future of this planet 

and it's differing races. We have made good progress this year as a group, and as I have 

said repeatedly, nothing we do with this group is just about me, it is and will remain 

about us all. No playing the big I am, no fancy titles of self importance, no sensational 

clickbait headlines, no half truths, just calling it as it as, just as I promised back in May 

2016. I will tell you what you need to hear, not what you want to hear, there is plenty 

who will do the opposite, we set out to be different, and we will remain that way. Just a 

tiny man with a tiny show and a tiny group, that travels much further than many may 

think. Some people may leave THI, but THI never leaves them as we have found out with 

certain other shows. WE ARE TPC 
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2021 was the year our information really began to connect many dots for you all. I 

thought I would do things different with this show, and the next section is all about the 

Must Listen to shows we have done this year. They increased again this year by 4 Expose 

shows taking that series that is mainly connected to the Covid scam, up to ten. It was 

encouraging to see many other shows and blogs catch up with the Expose stuff we put out 

last year. In Part 7 we exposed the Shadowy Underworld that revealed US Military, 

DARPA, Universities, Italy, Gates, genetic research centers and the fact that the Covid 

was a bio warfare weapon to be ran on the people. The gain of function aspect, Fauci 

links with Wuhan, the CIA work on corona viruses, and the fact they hold 89 variants of 

them in their bio research labs. Top secret cremations in Italy and the great cover up of 

deaths, the use of insect drones as delivery and the fact that the CIA have had them since 

1971. Fort Detrick came under the microscope again, along with the Pentagon, US Naval 

bio research facilities moved from Egypt to Italy, just prior to the outbreak there. The 

massacre of the Ukrainian Military, the Military Games held in Wuhan just prior to the 

outbreak, how Johns Hopkins and the US military were involved 100 years prior with the 

Spanish flu. How Trump funded the UK Astra Zeneca company, and later revealed also 

the ModeRNA company as well. 

 

In part 8 we exposed The Eugenics war using gene drive technology in the 1860's. We 

highlighted DARPA again and outed the JASON group linked to off world secrecy, via 

the Majestic 12 group and also the Paperclip crew. Their connection to the Mitre group 

who work closely with The Department of Defense, the Federal Aviation Administration, 

The IRS, Dept of Veterans Affairs, Homeland Security, Administrative Office of the 

United States courts, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid and the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology. We went deeper into the CRISPR technology, showing how 

these jabs are patented, and so those holding the patents, then own the people they have 

jabbed, just like the old off world genetic seeding game. The forced sterilization of many 

countries, how Eugenics was not started in Nazi Germany but actually came from work 

in the US. Experiments on the Oneida community people, and I asked us all to consider if 

we the people were making a choice on a Eugenics program, how would we think about 

it? what are the parameters? who or what is included? what are the implications? and 

where would we start and why? 

 

In Part 9 called Hello my name is human, which covered Human Augmentation and the 

bio-tech age and it's implications. Altering humans and the question of ethics, does this 

go against God Source? where is our say in it? It's use for the purpose of warfare, which 

it always seems to be the prerequisite for technology. In comes the super soldiers game 

again, which they have already done decades ago. I said this line in that show, This is the 

precursor to transhumanism, considered a conspiracy theory by many, dismissed by many 

because they were told it was the future, you people have no idea. This is replacing man, 

woman and child with machines. Another warning to the Military, Agencies and 
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Mercenary armies of, you are going to be replaced with these machines. At which point 

do you people grow up into an adult thinking advanced species? or will you continue to 

hamper this planets progress with your child level minds? To date you have prevailed 

ruining this planet with child level thinking, now and the future you will not. Yes, that is 

a warning, take off your diapers and bibs, spit out your dummies or pacifiers and come 

and join a humanity being built in our image, not yours or theirs.  

 

In Part 10 called Are we NWO Experiments, we covered the 4 simulation events the most 

familiar of which to the alt media now is called the Dark Winter, and I suspect at the time 

of writing this in the middle of November, a very dark winter we are heading into. We 

discussed Trump launching Operation Warp speed involving the 5G and ultimately the 

6G technology, that is not designed to make your internet faster, it hasn't, it is to enable 

them to upload and download data on us, and install it in the digital Metaverse AI based 

cloud. It covered for the first time the mention of creating digital twins of people, a 

particular show since then revealed they have already done it, and messing with our 

group. It covered a speech by Dr. Day about how they intend to go about destroying 

every aspect of our society, using minority groups to deliver their plan. Using various 

categories with which to do so, like the demise of the family, divorce would be made 

easier and become more prevalent, it would become common for people not to marry and 

live together, make it harder for families to stay together, more men transferred to other 

locations for work. Make marriage less stable and less desirable to have babies, transport 

would be easier and less expensive for a while to encourage a mobile workforce, a plan to 

destroy families and also reduces the birth rate by the promotion of an agenda 

surrounding Homosexuality, sex and reproduction would be separated, plans for 

compulsory sterilization. We covered human experimentation involving bio warfare 

techniques, under two separate hidden Operations called Whitecoat and Shad. It then 

covered deeper into the realization that many millions, and perhaps billions of people will 

no longer reside on this planet for much longer. This is to do with the experimental injury 

and death vaccines that are being injected the world over, but at the time of writing, 

nowhere near the levels the authorities wished, otherwise their angst and impatience, pro 

pagan da and outcasting of people, would not be required at the levels they are pushing it. 

My estimation at this point is that the take up of the jabs is around 35%, which neatly 

coincides with the figures of those susceptible to the frequency subliminal messages, that 

sent those people racing out to acquire toilet paper. From my understanding they thought 

it would be 80-85%, which also neatly fits into our previous information on the number 

of bots. But a doctor warned those with jabs have between 3-10 years to live, and it is not 

reversible, because of the Graphene Oxide content. We ended asking was the company 

BioNTech a play on words and also a warning of what they are doing? Bio and Tech jabs, 

people who are part biological and part machine, just like the 2018 movie Extinction.  
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Other Must Listen to shows added in this year included 3 individual type shows covering 

a range of topics. The world of spying and leaks was one of them, and it covered the 

leaks of the Pandora papers and it's implications, plus revealed a deeper faction war 

unfolding. It exposed all the secret off shore tax havens, and listed a whole range of 

prominent people. Estimates ranged from $5.6T to $32T are hidden in these offshore 

accounts. It revealed a number of other top leaks over the past 50 years, and 

cohencidentally how every leak was done by a Jewish writer or journalist. We then 

covered in greater detail the Julian Assange story, said to be an alt media hero for 

revealing the truth. But, alas Julian is a bought and paid for agent designed to hurt the 

other factions only, as was revealed by his bail being paid for by the Rothschild's family. 

It revealed how the CIA was enquiring and seeking all measures possible of how to shut 

Assange up, either vocally or doing their usual tactic of killing people, because dead 

people can't talk. It covered the various skullduggery of the legal people, various State 

Departments, and the Department of Justice involved in illicit means to achieve an end 

result, of stifling the truth all under the banner of National Security. Which by now, most 

people who listen to this show will have realized that National Security Act is for the sole 

purpose of covering up crimes and illicit and illegal practices done largely by Agencies, 

but others in the system also take advantage of it. It also revealed that Trump was also 

involved in the elimination of Assange as well as his sidekick Mike Pompeo, all at the 

behest of the Jewish lobby. 

 

The next was a re run of a previous favorite of the listeners, that was updated and much 

more added information to ponder over, and this was a heavy pondering style show. 

Called When 2 Worlds become 3. We spoke of the egg timer, or the vortex as above so 

below, the void or the singularity and the time periods in between. I asked you all to look 

at a diagram of what is life in essence and how they distort life with overlay frequencies 

and created the loop. The East and West gates, the Mayan calendar and correct the years 

between each cycle, which brought us the figure 9 and the open spiral, not the closed 

figure 8 loop. We showed the loop in a 2D format and pointed out it was not connected at 

the center, but was actually raised to avoid the singularity point, to keep the repeat loop 

cycle running. We covered the yin and yang as not duality black and white, but the 

hidden triality when balance was achieved. It covered the one on one with the one, and 

how the fall of man was symbolized by the 6 pointed star, said to be originally an 

Egyptian symbol, that was taken over by the installation of the fake State known as 

Israel. But we revealed that the 6 pointed star is a flag of Alpha Draconis, home of the 

Draco, and one of the factions of the Annunaki, which all confirms our naming of them 

as the Hebrew Annunaki. There has been many other examples of that, but that one 

certainly nailed it. We asked the question as to why we are all born under a Constellation, 

and asked the deep question of, is that possibly where we came from? We explained the 

two worlds and how it operates, the dangers of dancing in the spirit world, which is the 

astral realm. The hidden meaning and implications of the so called dream time, and asked 
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is it real or vivid imagination? How far you have developed the self provides the answer 

to that question. An explanation of the Looking Glass technology, and why that version 

no longer works. An explanation of the sleeping pods in times past, known as the City of 

Light Pill, which we later revealed put us to sleep for 10K years. The alt media favorite 

savior based technology known as the Med Beds, are eerily similar to the sleeping pods 

or the more modern term today, the cryogenic or stasis machine. I revealed my visions 

shown in the past of two Earth's falling away, and the pain of releasing the chain to the 

first one, and how the second one fell and was charred and on fire at the Northern section 

of it. We showed the difference between the trifecta and triquetra, and how the two world 

can becomes three. The speeding up of time nearing the exiting of the vortex, the G cloud 

returning the GNA which is essential for organic life only, inorganic will phase out. We 

described of how humanity and the planet exited a black Hole in this first week of 

September 2020. We ended it with the time piece that blew many people away this year, 

as I covered it in small chunks over a number of shows to get people to grasp it. 

 

The final individual show we did recently called Is it Technology or us? We covered the 

dangers of technology and pulled pieces from a number of shows. It warned about the 

movie Ghost in the Machine, and Trump speaking of America getting not just 5G but 6G. 

The 6G technology capacity speaks of digital twins, a digital reality or no reality of 

ourselves. Of how this technology creates bitcoins out of our energy fields. We spoke of 

the Vrill technology and their underground frequency machines messing with people and 

their brains. We spoke of the vacuum and vortex the planet and indeed the whole solar 

system is in, the change in frequencies people are experiencing. We raised the possibility 

formulated by Wes Penre, that Trump was some AI entrained host, attempting to drag 

humanity into some AI singularity. We spoke about the agendas of the Negative Alien 

Agenda, ran out of a Military base again, using Digital Twins as a replica or clone to 

represent a person. And how they were using Digital Twins as a mind control weapon. 

This brought in the Red Cube AI technology that, capitalizes on painful emotional astral 

damage and mistaken identity, confusing identities, so that the target cannot tell who is 

who, what are the false timelines and imposters versus the authentic identity. Rendering 

people into Hero-Savior programs or Victim-Victimizer programs. We spoke about the 

Metaverse, that was actually mentioned in Season 9 of the Stargate series, appears that 

was just more than a show, more along the lines of a documentary at this point. The five 

types of Avatars, and the uploaded consciousness technology that allowed the Red Queen 

to be off with her head. The Wesa entities aligned with their Black Sun brethren, using 

black hole technology to trap us all into a harvesting system. We then went onto proving 

how much of this technology is far from the future as they always portray, but is and has 

been used extensively on members within our own group. It is has played the females 

largely, with their lack of trust of each other. It has used the victim and victimizer 

program ensconced within many people, due to a lack of addressing the deeper layers of 

the shadow and inner work. We covered many aspects of the issues all females face, their 
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inability in many cases to fight to the death, refuse olive branches, not choosing to work 

stuff out amicably between each other, along with a deep mistrust of each other. 

 

This year we managed to add another 6 shows to the From Russia with Love Plus series, 

and by now completed the original series From Russia with Love Part 9. In Part 4 we dug 

out my favorite Mewe gif again and covered an interview by Harold Rosenthal. 

Rosenthal told of how the Jews created the Cold War, and how the Americans and 

Russians bow to their every whim. The classic divide and conquer program, which also 

provides distractions and fear, whilst they collect the shekels from both sides. He spoke 

of how the Jewish control all news, how no one in the past 90 years attains political 

power without their approval. Americans have not had a Presidential choice since 1932, 

how the Jews dictated all American foreign policies, at the behest of Kissinger. And 

mocked of how stupid the Americans are, for not seeing through it. The blood of the 

masses will flow as we wait for our day of world victory, Mr. Rosenthal said. How they 

deliberately created the term Anti Semitism to stifle any questioning of them. Confirmed 

the real Russian Government is all ran by Jews, confirming the FRWL fake Bolshevik 

narrative, they are the Bolsheviks. The United Nations is nothing but a trap-door to the 

Red World's immense concentration camp, we pretty much control the U.N. The Red 

World, Army, shield and pill are all about them. He confirmed what I have stated all 

along, the Communists are the Zionists, and so are the Fascists. He stated the black 

people are being used for their purpose, to bring down the whites. Our power has been 

created through the manipulation of the national monetary system he said, and how they 

established their own private bank, called the Federal Reserve. From the very outset, our 

purpose was to confiscate all the gold and silver, replacing them with worthless non-

redeemable paper notes, and duped all the non Jewish EL-ites as well with that program. 

But, they may say they started that, which is indicative as actually it was Marduk who 

came up with that idea, and so proves they worked with him. Through this, we acquired 

total monopoly of the movie industry, the radio networks and the newly developing 

television media. The printing industry, newspapers, periodicals and technical journals 

had already fallen into our hands. The richest plum was later to come when we took over 

the publication of all school materials. He laughed at how they manipulate the work force 

stating: We Jews glory in the fact that the stupid goy have never realized that, we are the 

parasites consuming an increasing portion of production, while the producers are 

continually receiving less and less. Their control over religion and revealed how all 

religions came out of the Talmud and Torah. oops. How the Jews created all wars and 

they funded both sides to collect the shekels. We ended by asking why nearly all alt 

media will not cover these people and their crimes against humanity, when the evidence 

is overwhelming. 

 

In FRWL part 5 we covered more of the Rosenthal interview and he continued in his 

same arrogant vein. We revisited in full the Secret Covenant called the Protocols of Zion. 
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Some of the most hideous anti human rhetoric in that, of how they were going to take 

over us all, using the most evil methods possible. He went some way to celebrate the evil 

book of the Talmud, and then dismissed the 6M Jews questions, saying it is not too 

important, it was to the Jewish people that did die. Then he stated it was over inflated, 

and went onto prove their Day of Atonement is all about clearing their crimes and karma 

and passing it off onto the goyim. He revealed they are Lucifer's chosen people, and so 

reaffirmed their own importance, and who they are and work for, to then he declared that 

they and we are a different breed, indeed is my answer. All gentiles are our enemy he 

declared. We then covered again the Kalergi plan all of which is prominent today, of 

what this differing breed had planned for us. Kalergi was the head of a Freemason group 

who declared the world will be ran by Jewish aristocrats. Whilst the Kalergi plan was not 

as bad as the Protocols of Zion, it still laid out who they wished to bring down most of 

all, the white race. Rosenthal then said something to the fact that the Jews are successful, 

because they work in unity, and this is something we the people have to attain to go 

forward. He then revealed the secret plan to eliminate the white threat, when he said, at 

the proper time we will mix up your gentile women with the Blacks and in 50 years you'll 

be all mixed up. That is genetic genocide and that is and has played out. But the 

arrogance on the next sentence should have shocked the all. He said, you and I know 

Blacks are inferior people, a dumb race, but they can be useful with the use of money, I 

mean real big money. Niggers will do anything for money, so when the time comes and 

you might even live to see it. We will have that complete control while you stupid 

Christians are waiting for your Christ, the impostor, to return as your savior. He then 

revealed of how they control not only all the banks, but the media, Entertainment 

Industry, Governments and all the churches. He then dropped another bombshell for the 

religious, Christ was an impostor and millions of people all over the world now believe 

that Christianity was founded on untruth, and deliberate incorrect translations of your 

Bible. Christ was a fraud, even the National Council of Churches agree that there were 

false translations of the book your people respect, it's built on lies. Then he confirmed 

what early FRWL shows stated, that the Jews came from the East and Asia, which is the 

sub gray race we spoke of. 

 

In FRWL Plus 6 called Have the Gods returned, and we asked the question and gave 

detailed information to show certain global characters are fulfilling the fake gods roles. I 

explained what is the real definition of a god, not the god. The 7 planetary soul 

development stages, and how we all need to evolve past the harvesting astral realm. I 

explained about the rituals and their sacrifice ceremonies, word magic and Gematria code 

is all involved in it as well. I then read out all the known dates of their ceremonies of 

ritual sacrifice, and revealed all of our holidays or holy days, are when they sacrifice us in 

varying ways. Sexual rituals involving Oral, Anal and Vaginal, the abduction of children, 

sex with children, spell casting ceremonies, human and or animal sacrifices. The 

significance of the number 40 throughout biblical scriptures, and how the Pilgrims were 
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part of this sacrificial cult, American did not get the Pilgrims, but the grim pills. The 

consuming of human blood from children, bestiality. How they changed the Easter 

narrative, they changed the Easter festival from Ostara to Easter to disguise their pagan 

based diety. They wrote a story about the winter solstice into an Easter narrative, changed 

sun SUN into son SON, on December 21st the shortest day and the winter solstice, the 

sun goes down below the horizon for the next 3 days, behind the sun in the night sky is 

the constellation called the Southern Cross. The sun dips below the horizon for 3 days, so 

the sun died for 3 days on the cross, on December 25th the sun rises above the horizon 

and is "reborn". So the sun died for 3 days then the 3 days of darkness, and then was 

reborn and went into the heavens, sound familiar? One festival is called Hand 

dismemberment for the Hands of Glory to Satan, having sex with demons another, all hail 

the Eve is that date. We then delved into the name Macron of the past and the links to the 

Macron of the now. Trump printed on a coin by the Israelis, and deified as the modern 

day Cyrus. We also revealed many other so called leaders with names that all link to the 

past. What is the Vesica Pisces and what is the mobius loop? We then delved into the 

Roman god Quirinus and the links and connections to the Q group, who we later revealed 

are a part of the Black Sun cult. Quirinus brought in the two headed Janus, like Rahu and 

Ketu, Trump and Hillary, Trump and Biden, Republican and Democrat and the 

Rothschild's and Black Sun, all two sides of the same coin. We asked was the Great Reset 

mentioned by Klaus Schwab a play on words, the connections made in the show, revealed 

it to perhaps be self evident. The Great return of Set, is what they are after, not happening 

no matter how many ceremonies, sacrifices, worshipping or praying to the gods. The left 

hand path of Set. THIS IS THE HUNT 

 

In FRWL plus 7 called Light vs. Dark. We revealed the Hebrew Annunaki again and 

their agenda of eliminating the white race, and many heinous comments against all non 

Jews. Their predicated WW3 was to be between the Zionists and the Muslims, and how 

they and their media tried to turn the white race against the Muslims, with all kinds of pro 

pagan da. We revealed how Bin Laden and Bush have the same paymasters. September 

11th 2001 was their final play card with that rhetoric, but it didn't work out as planned, so 

in came the gender movement and the feminists, the gay movement and Black Lives 

Matter programs of division. All to provide a distraction for the people, whilst they 

plotted the demise of millions, and potentially billions. The next part was another 

interview of a Rabbi, that echoed parts Plus 4 and 5, except this went even further into 

their intentions, ideas, plans for humanity. Up stepped Rabbi Finkelstein to the sacrificial 

alter and delivered a speech dripping in evil, devoid of any compassion, love and basic 

human based skill sets. All non Jews are cattle, we are the chosen ones he said, adding 

when you own the herd, you got to thin out the herd, in relation to all the wars in the 

Middle East since the creation of a fake State known as Is Ra El. He stated America has 

served it's purpose now they have collected all the shekels, and now China is their next 

shekel maker, due to cheap labor. He also confirmed those known as the Jews, started in 
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Asia, and again confirmed their god was Lucifer. Pretty soon we're gonna round America 

up. We're bringing all the Mexicans and all the Hispanics across the border. They're 

interbreeding, especially with a lot of white women, the shikses as we call them, and they 

are interbreeding with them. Pretty soon there won't be a white race, it'll be all brown. He 

also confirmed that all Jews in the twin towers were warned not to come into work that 

day, via what he called the Kehilla. He revealed that all Kosher food was a tax on the 

people, and certain proceeds or shekels were added to the price and handed over to the 

Rabbis. How they took over the NRA and Charlton Heston was one of their good boys, 

which is why he got the role of Moses in the movies. He revealed how the Jews own both 

the Republican and Democrat parties, and how their shekels buys off all of the 

politicians. He then revealed they were behind all the divisive movements, starting with 

Women's Lib back in the early 1900's, via the Rockefellers. He then revealed how the 

Jews from Spain took over the Americas, with the Conquistadors. The bottom line is that 

the Jews formed the country, we came over here, 1492 was that terrible year we got 

kicked out of Spain, and Columbus, who was a Jew, found funds to take us over here. We 

were going to set up at Rio and then we decided to go to New York, cause New York has 

a little bit better weather, not so many mosquitoes, it was a little bit better. So we set up 

in New York and we make the money, hence born in and born to meme we have at THI. 

He then revealed some sort of advanced messaging system they have, where every Jew in 

every synagogue the world over, can be notified of any impending actions being taken by 

the Jewish El-ites. From banking crashes to false flags, from wars to other global related 

plans. He then revealed an earlier claim of ours about the jet black race, the Kali Ma 

worshippers. Well, the schwatzers, let the truth be known, came here with our father, 

Lucifer, 75 thousand years ago, when he lost that battle. Only temporarily though, in the 

heavens, 'cause we're on a comeback, we are the comeback kids if there ever was one. 

We're making a lot of money selling the drugs, the schwatzers run for us. Schwatzers is 

their derogatory name for black people. Netanyahu said: My Mossad uses children to trap 

your leaders into extortion so we can control you, but your perverts only see the child 

sex. They then revealed the heinous practice of the Jewish Passover and the child 

sacrifice ritual. Finkelstein revealed this. They believe anything we tell them, we have a 

lot of fun around Passover when we steal their children. I know you know, cause I've got 

it on your show before, I mean we steal a hundred to three hundred thousand children a 

year just in this country. We drain the blood and we mix it with a Passover bread, and 

then we throw the bodies into the slaughter houses that we own, and we grind up all the 

bodies in the sausage and the hamburgers. McDonald's is one of our favorite outlets, and 

the people that eat out for breakfast, they eat out their children for lunch, and, you know, 

us Jews, we've got to do what we do. We've been doing this for thousands and thousands 

of years, since down to Adam's time. So, we take the children of our enemy, which is the 

white race, and we bring them to the basements in the synagogues, where we drain the 

blood and watch them die there. It's very similar to how we do the sacrifices that we do 

with a kosher butchering, and so we do that. Then we mix it with a Passover bread, and 
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so we eat the blood of our enemies, and even when we say this outright and tell you 

people, you don't believe it. And the bodies, eh, we are not cannibals, so, what we do is 

we take those because we can make some shekels, and we give them to the slaughter 

houses. Even when we say this outright and tell the people, you don't believe it. So, that's, 

then your problem. So now you know why they called them kids meals. He then went 

onto revealing how the Jewish took over all the churches, including the Vatican. How 

they formed the Jesuits to infiltrate all the Protestant churches, changed the books and the 

scriptures. Called the Cat Holic church the mother church, which is the Kali Ma/Lilith 

church and the father churches are the synagogues in Israel and New York, under the 

banner of Yahweh. They cry racism at every opportunity, yet have you ever heard as 

much racism, than what is contained in the Talmud, this interview and Rosenthal's? 

Schleppers, Schwatzer, Goyim all racist and demeaning terms, yet curiously no one ever 

dares to bring it up, that has to stop. 

 

In FRWL Plus 8 called Fiction is fact, we covered the world of movies and series, and 

reveal that many of them are actually documentaries and not so much as described, as 

fiction. We referenced many different movies and series, and noted many of them had 

dates of being set in 2022, which is often a pointer. Many spoke of a dystopian future, 

and so by creating the fear, knowing full well the majority of people do not know, they 

can manifest a better reality and future. The repeated use of the figure 8 either standing 

upright or on it's side, is a common feature to many of these documentary style shows. 

We covered the 3 Matrix prequels, that told us of another dark future scenario and events, 

but eerily have common traits of happenings in the now. The first spoke of developing AI 

and bots to run the world, and a fight against the system, all being ran by the One World 

Government by the UN. The second spoke of then machines then went onto creating the 

world's first Matrix via computer generated virtual reality, feeding their human prisoners 

brains and minds. But I added an important caveat to that, that is worth repeating. The 

Matrix in and of itself is an illusion of the mind. Sadly for humanity who tends to believe 

the most bizarre conspiracy theories, it was they who created the Matrix themselves 

internally, whilst pointing fingers at other externally. To break the Matrix you have to 

break the self imposed programming, once outside of the illusion, things makes much 

more sense than within it. Then you change your own Matrix codices, as that "voids" 

their whole coding. We spoke next of God and the Adam and Eve story, Eve was temped 

by the Serpent known as the nachash, which just happens to be the same as the Indian 

Naga tale. We brought up the series Dark, that covers word magic, Masonry symbolism 

and the loop repeating quirks of time. The next movie was Snow Crash which spawned 

other shows. Which is another virtual reality world scenario, replete with the Metaverse, 

Digital twins and the Avatars. This Metaverse concept came up within the last few 

months, but curiously this week of writing, it is mentioned in Season 9 of Stargate, of 

existing back then. Like I said, there is no new technology, only relics of the past brought 

into the now, when acquired by the Dark Forces. Just by cohencidence the Metaverse in 
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Snow Crash is ran by the Black Sun. The next movie was called Under the Silver Lake, 

and to all intents and purposes reveals all the places of where Hollywood and the Satanic 

cult of pedophiles operates. It brought up a recurring theme of the 3 women, which is 

portrayed in many movies and series. We then covered the short 2-3 minute trailer of 

Matrix 4 called The Resurrection. It had an interesting opening that would be familiar to 

our regular listeners, the name Thomas, the black spy I mean cat and the word triggered, 

which brought a wry smile to my face and the members. White Rabbits, portals, spell 

casting, mind control techniques, Alice in Wonderland, astral realms and beasts were all 

revealed. We ended the show with a message. So what have we all learned? is it that fact 

is fiction and fiction is fact as it seems, will we accept their reality offered or will we 

manifest our own reality and start on our own space and space line again? On and in a 

timeless world of true enlightenment. 

 

In FRWL Plus 9 called It's a small world, we delved deep into the seedy side of Disney. 

Their use of children by exploiting them in heinous way, mind control techniques, MK 

Ultra, hypnosis and spell casting. Throw in the overtly sexual hidden tones and graphics 

of their films and shows, and it is a far cry from the wholesome image they have 

presented to us. Occultism and witchcraft also featured heavily, and how the Jewish El-

ites not only ran the whole corporation, but they participated in the crimes against 

children and humanity. Mind controlled sex slaves created by using MK Ultra tactics in 

league with the CIA, The Paperclip crew and their psychopathic scientists that all came to 

America in the 1940's. It brought in the Mengele program, and the infamous Dr. Green, 

green is not a name it is a program color, just like the Matrix background was green, it 

symbolizes mind control techniques. It spoke of the CIA private contractors building vast 

tunnel networks under the Disney Parks, all done in secrecy. How Disney operators threw 

loads of people off their land in Florida and California, using unscrupulous lending 

practices and hiring thugs to remove them. It spoke of the Illuminati families, in 

particular the Collins family who was the Grand Dame. Who in ceremonies murdered 

seven children sacrificed to the 7 children selected for their abuse game. It spoke of how 

the Jewish mafia ran everything, of how Walt Disney himself was creating hard porn and 

snuff films in the background for the El-ites pleasure and whims. How Walt not only 

worked for the FBI, but the CIA as well. It revealed that Disney was used as a front to 

destroy the traditional family setting, children to rebel against their parents, and become 

more violent. We then covered many famous artists and musicians of how they were all 

connected to this cult. How many of them all worshipped Shirley Maclaine, herself an 

MK Ultra mind controlled puppet. How the Mormons were involved in it, and how they 

used the Osmond family to lure in more disciples with their wholesome image, but both 

Donny and Marie were alters, the real version of them subdued by MK Ultra. How 

Disney was connected to the mob and the Government. We then revealed how many of 

the major Disney films were used to create alters in children, and mind controlled slaves, 

sexual and otherwise. Then revealed how they did it. The film Fantasia was often shown 
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to child victims around 3 to 4 years of age, with a wide screen while the child was under 

a guided LSD trip. Prior to LSD some other drugs were used. We ended the show with 

this. It is time now for us all to stand up and fight, this is our time, and rid the world of 

this pure evil, because these psychopaths make Satan look like a cute cuddly character in 

comparison. Stop chasing white rabbits, chase down dark evil clowns, stop letting them 

feed your head, time for us to get into and feed their head and make it explode into tiny 

pieces, that will then end this program once and for all. And the children can then grow 

up unaccompanied by this pure evil. 

 

In FRWL Plus 10 called Technology madness, it in part revisited some earlier shows and 

pieces about unknown technology. It stitched together many aspects of the technology, 

and we asked is this the future as they portray, or is it happening now? We covered the 

Artificial Tree of Life and the Red Nile Cube technology, revealing the fake Egyptian 

gods again. The Negative Alien Agenda being ran now on us, to trap us into another of 

their control based agendas, which clearly reveals their previous control was ended. All 

operating under the remit of the Armageddon, Yahweh and Jehovah characters, which 

reveals the Hebrew Annunaki connections again. How the angels of the bible represent 

the Royal Class of the Draco, white winged beings in their full form. We spoke of how 

the red cube cloned identities are used to power up the black magic money debt 

enslavement structures put in place by the Orion Group, and used by the cabal bankers to 

manipulate financial markets, and maintain global wealth in the hands of their satanic and 

Luciferian bloodlines. How Egyptian history was replaced with the Black Sun agenda of, 

inserting the AI Red Cube Tree of Life for representing the Egyptian Pantheon of Gods, 

along with their Black Magic rituals. Ra, Set, The Priesthood and the Hyksos lines were 

running their programs on us. Holographic Inserts, AI and Mind Control and other 

manipulations. Once such negative manipulation is installing the Armageddon 

Software into the planetary brain, in order to install False Father Negative Alien 

Religions, based on serving the Yahweh and Jehovian Annunaki Collectives. All three 

connected to the Jewish based religions. These are extra-dimensional and inter-

dimensional beings that have lost their consciousness connection to god source, and are 

utilizing humans and other beings as their food source and siphon life force like a parasite 

to live thousands of years. Poverty consciousness, human enslavement 

programming, religious violence, terrorism, and the harvesting of 

humanities DNA through abduction and experimentation, as well as other species was 

their modus operandi. Draconian satanic controlled forces first invaded the region of 

Saqqara, which began the gradual infiltration of lunar consciousness black magic spells 

and blood ritual practices. From this point of the Egyptian invasion during the 3rd 

Dynasty, the NAA introduced incantations, spells and lunar-satanic blood sacrifice 

philosophies. Black Dragon AI hybrids and assorted demonic entities protect these black 

magic money systems and defend their servants, many of which appear to be well known 

politicians, CEO’s and international bankers. This AI cube technology is a Gordian knot 
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of inversions, reversals, clones, false history, human blood sacrifice covenants and 

Satanism enmeshed throughout human civilization. The Gordian knot is the loop. 

Artificial systems were created throughout human society by alien forces which were not 

sustainable in natural systems, that is describing the difference between organic and 

inorganic. So they set up blood sacrifice of innocents via Satanism, in order to conjure 

the sorcery and siphon the Soul energy through ritual worship of AI False Gods. Which 

confirms a piece I did a year ago now on, is the god of the bible an AI cloud based sky 

god? Well now you know. The Red Cube AI technology is designed to be a genetic code 

crasher for anti-hierogamic union, that engages that person in heavy emotional dramas 

via Victim-Victimizer archetypes and mistaken identity, by keeping the inner and outer 

gender principles split apart. In which this clone runs AI red wave, false feminine violet 

programming or other artificial frequencies, which is quite common in the new age 

circles without Negative Ego training and Victim-Victimizer clearing. The invading 

black hole entities desired to build an extensive virtual reality playground, with assorted 

planetary systems. This was for the purpose of inhabiting their race lines with the use of 

extremely advanced AI black hole technology forming into a Black Sun, which also feeds 

them energy to maintain an immortal existence. This is how and why the term batteries 

came from, they just harvested our energy to feed themselves. You wish to know why we 

are different, as mentioned within our shows? They required the source creation code for 

planetary body blueprints, so they actually stole the original creation code from the Gaian 

matrix, well there is your answer. It went onto reveal how they literally distorted 

everything, throwing in genetic seeding methods designed for their patent and claim on 

this planet. How the Azurites had the original 48 strand DNA, the black hole entities 

desired to create a super master race as a shadow army for conquering our Universe. 

Which brought another Jewish favorite into the mix, Azazel. The Red Nile or Red Cube 

AI programs are used by assorted Black Sun entities, Bourgha, Dragon Moth, Marduk 

Necromiton, Enlil Odedicron, Insectoids, Red Spider Arachnids, Black Dragon gestalts 

and assorted lunar female demons. It mentioned a three faced entity, Pindar-Thoth-

Azazael, and we went deeper into who or what is the Pindar. A strange title for someone 

to hold, given it means head penis of the Dragon, and is a Draco title. Pindar, represents 

himself as the supreme purebred royal leader of the earth for serving the Draco Empire, 

and heads up all the Bloodline families in a top-down pyramid of mafioso control. The 

Pindar oversees the geo-political operations globally, but his merged AI consciousness 

with AI Thoth and AI Azazael. We spoke about the Solar and gold body activations, not 

the violet flame new age bs. We ended that show with this line, as we walk through the 

valley of the shadow of death, we will fear no evil, for thou art with us, our Rod and 

Staff, they comfort us. 

 

All of that brought us to the completion show and the final Must Listen to of the year. 

Many of you have said many of our normal shows this year, have all been so detailed 

they are like Must Listen to shows each week. The long awaited FRWL 9 I am sure by 
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now as of writing, was well worth the wait, in terms of detail, volume and dot connecting. 

An epic detailed and sobering show in many ways, the things hinted at in the original 

series all laid to bare in the longest ever THI show. Packed with document quotes, 

detailed pictures and the evidence overwhelming. You are unlikely to get a more detailed 

revision of his story than what I have revealed in FRWL 1-9, and one of the works for 

next year is, to get that out globally in book and also maybe audio form in multiple 

languages. What started out with tantalizing hints and insinuations of what our world has 

undergone, became a body of evidence that even the avid skeptic will struggle to deny. I 

look forward to working with the team on that book and it's release in the New Year. 

THE BEST IS YET TO COME 

 

So what has changed with THI this year? well, the shows got more and more intense, 

detailed and dot connecting this year, according to you all. A year of deeper learning for 

you all, and I am pleased how many of you are really getting it now. More and more dots 

were connected this year in various shows. For our show and in particular FRWL 9 

brought that home, it has been a year of so many confirmations of our previous shows. 

This is why I dropped the sub intel section, as we got confirm after confirm of stuff that 

was put into that section, being played out on the nightly news, and also the alt media. In 

particular the Expose show 1-6 done last year, came all out in the open in the alt media 

this year. Another show I have mentioned in reference to proofs of previous material, was 

the Clowns in Panic show from 2.5 years ago. Sadly, much of that show and warnings 

became obvious this past year as well. I mixed the show around quite a bit this year to 

keep it fresh, in came more exposes, interesting pieces as we wound down as much as I 

could the Covid bs, as most of it was what we had warned of last year. Youtube decided 

in their child like wisdom to block our shows this year, although they did apologize for 

the last block as a mistake. But I decided it was time for our own platform and was we 

created THI-Show.com and placed all of our extensive archives of shows in there, in 

stream lined categories for ease of finding. Currently in the works is indexing the shows 

with bullet points for each normal Thorsday show, to enable people to find certain topics 

or shows. We may do a deeper indexing next year with specific categories, to enable new 

members to find the topics they wish to read about from the transcripts. The show grew a 

lot, and we added another 14 Must Listen to shows to the library. The music of which 

most of you love the selections, was used quite often this year in relation to the lyrics 

creating some of the narrative, or supporting certain topics or some of the more cryptic 

verses I do from time to time. I know Holly loves the cryptic sections of our show, but I 

asked many more questions of you all this year, and we had so many booming end of 

show pieces. I have said all along, I am not here to give you the answers, that is lazy 

learning that has not served us well. The important thing is, do you understand it enough 

to come to your own conclusions? It matters not whether it matches mine, but do you 

understand it enough to define it for yourself. 
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I have had much personal growth this year, as many of you including my own family, 

recognized the change in my voice, that it is much more assured and authoritative these 

days. The confirms of my work has yielded so much proof this year, which brings a wry 

smile to me, but it means much more to the listeners, that we are on the right path. I kept 

going strong this year, despite personal disappointments in the behavior of others, whose 

only goal in life is to bring down one man. If that is your only purpose in life, that says 

more about them than it ever does about me. Some alt media hosts took upon themselves 

to do shows all about tiny me, personally I thought it was hilarious, but sad for those who 

participated at the same time, all are capable of much better. This year has been an 

exceptionally busy year, with many meet and greets since April onwards. It was a lot of 

fun meeting those of you I met up with this year, and we all got something out of it. The 

Texas meet and greet was great fun and Kevin's presentation and chatting away with 10-

12 of the members, we learned a lot about each other, and I was able to tidy up some 

misconceptions on the narrative of what goes on largely in the background. I came away 

from that meeting with a new idea on the long drive home, the fruits of which you will 

have seen last week, with the TPC Presentation video. Another meet and greet with THI 

Arizona was great fun as well, despite the headless rabbit birthday cake!! That meet sent 

another member on the long path of recovery from meds and drugs, which culminated in 

ending them a few months back, which is great to see. Individuals meet ups with Aaron 

Bowes, who was so excited he barely shut up for the 4 hours or so we met that day, but 

he had such a great time even if it was for just one day. He drove half way across the 

country just to see me, that keeps me humble always, although I felt sorry for his wife 

when he got home, as no doubt he was chatting in her ear for days about me and the 

village. Another meet and greet was with Ed Martinez and his wife, we had a fun time 

and interesting chats, that I wonder whether Ed's head has stopped exploding yet? 

Another meet and greet was with Philip Witkay and Jacob Nordeck, that was fun as well 

and look forward to them both being in the village. In July I went for a mini vacation, or 

so I thought, I should have known better, as I got I know your on vacation but, can you 

just do a few shows worth of information for us each day haha. But, it was a lot of fun, 

and I met some Life Force members there, I think they left with a much better 

understanding. The Utah July meeting also brought some of my world into those who 

were there, the sun and moon will never be the same for those there, and neither will a 

trip into the forest either. I guess I ruined everything on that trip as well. All of it was 

such good fun and all got on very well overall, which was the pleasing aspect for me, 

nearly all members got on with each other as well, and lasting friendships and bonding 

has occurred since. In April and June I was called to go to the Petrified Forest and the 

alleged Meteor crater, which is a day out for some, but not for me. Major revelations 

were garnered from those trips that made some heavy changes on the hidden war levels. 

Further proof was attained last month of that place being one of the main portal centers of 

the past. I was followed by a raven at all times throughout the forest, except the petro 

glyphs section, that section I was able to read and understand as I worked out it was a star 
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map the ant people had drawn. Throw in the land of the giants and trapped entities 

underground freed on the condition they were not to interfere here, and it was quite a trip. 

The meteor crater turned out to be a remnant of a war between rival groups, at least one 

of which was non human. I worked out a missile had been fired from the Petrified Forest 

that created the crater, and other missiles returned from the crater or from the sky, that 

decimated the Petrified forest, and the ancient war machines. Three of the war machines 

can still be seen, if you see the pattern, all are now turned to stone. This year I was told to 

run to the hills, I did and has a ring of cedar attached to it, sadly the place I left behind 

dropped in frequency. The best thing for me this year was, seeing many of you grow, that 

is what this show is all about, elevating each other. Even after two hard hitting shows 

about our members and in particular the female issue addresses, all took it on board and 

are working to correct it. We have helped many this year with addictions, traumas and so 

much more, as that will enable more of you to move forward on a better path. No one can 

ever accuse our show or group of not addressing the issues, we have tackled them all. For 

me personally the best thing that happened to me is what unfolded in 2020, the fruits 

arrived in 2021. Out went Randy, Shane, Chloe, Jimi, Liam, Alan and Kim Goguen and 

yes it was sad what they did, but for me it was an opportunity to increase personal growth 

and I took that with glee. So, I wish to thank all of them for pushing me onto greater 

heights. The door remains open to them should they be humble enough to return, a simple 

knock on my door and a desire to be humble, recognize errors and work hard to correct 

them. If not, it is fine by me we have pushed on very well without them. This year we 

upgraded and improved the websites, and further upgrades are in the works. The Peoples 

Club site got revamped and of course by now we will have added the TPC Promotional 

Video. Further upgrades to that site will occur soon, with specialized categories for the 

work completed out of the Communal Gatherings. Of course the Communal Gatherings 

was another new concept added to this year, after rogue alt media people decided to ruin 

the THI State and Country groups, some for their own greed and gain, and some because 

they are incapable of doing any positive themselves, and so they are just trash everyone 

else who does so. The Communal Gathering became a somewhat private group for people 

who wish to do things. Internet warriors are ten a penny, but how many actually come up 

with solutions to fix the problems, they all complain about. Complaining about things in 

effect, should have ended late November 2017, the show where I announced it was too 

late for most of the population. That was not approved by some members, I said time 

would tell on that statement, and boy has it. So, the communal gatherings were launched 

with minimal input from me, which has been an encouraging sign from my perspective, 

as I felt at times in the past that, people relied too much on me to do it, and not enough on 

themselves. And many of you have stepped up to get involved in several topics, all of 

which is developing nicely, and one or two will accelerate early into the new year. 

Around 210 now have joined the working Communal Gathering group, and that will 

increase next year. But it is not about the numbers, it is all about the doers within the 

numbers, and that has increased markedly this year. Along with upgrade the Peoples Club 
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website, we revamped the thinkdifferent.thepeoplesclub.org as well, out went all the 

shows on there, and in came the Communal Gatherings, and that site will also undergo 

some change in the coming year as well. Following You Tube's child like behavior of 

blocking our Expose shows, and we were on 2 strikes, the third ones gets you removed, I 

decided a change was needed and we launched a designated site for all the shows, called 

THI-SHOW.com. The whole vast archive of shows, the Must Listen to series all in neat 

categories, a live show listen to button and coming soon an indexed synopsis of all shows 

since 2018 will be added to that site. 

 

The TPC financials, we started the year off with $46,254.13 and made steady progress 

with the funds available this year. Although donations were only 50% of last year, we are 

still making progress in what we deliver with the funds. The ending figure in the bank is 

$31737.31. The reason for that being is, we invested in one plot of land in the village, as 

it was important to have the 3 lots next to each year for current planning and potential 

future investments. The lot we bought was because one member who was originally 

down to purchasing the lot, had to pull out due to a funding issue, so the TPC stepped in 

and bought it as a temporary investment, which will eventually be sold to the original 

buyer or another member coming to the village. The TPC did a couple of loans this year, 

one of which was interesting bearing for the TPC. We collected $26861 in donations this 

year, and $5124 in loan returns. We spent $26,892 on investments this year, the bulk of 

which will be returned next year. Requested help accounted for $3745 this year, although 

other help was given in loans which will be returned back next year. The filing fees 

accounted for $2060, office equipment was $527, general expenses $1120 some of which 

helped members needs. The show costs with the extra zoom capacity and fees came to 

$947 for the year. Whilst the ending balance is $14500 less than last year, once the loans 

are returned next year, and we sell the village lot in spring, as a potential sale of it is 

already arranged, our overall balance will be around $64K. I will be moving the TPC 

bank from Florida to the village region this year, as it has become kind of restrictive 

dealing with transactions. Plus it will be in a Community bank not the heavily clown 

based bank the Trustee told me to put it in originally. As always the figures will be 

presented soon for transparency and any questions or suggestions you may have.  

 

This year saw the vision of the TPC Village reared it's head again, and the vision of it 

became a reality this year. Farmington New Mexico became the first of hopefully many 

dotted around the country, that will allow many members to become closer to each other, 

and also working well with each other on whatever projects come forth from the village. 

The village is a somewhat rugged landscape to start off with, but it's from humble 

beginnings many great adventures begin, and just like the TPC, requires a bit of watering 

and TLC to transform into something better for us all. In total we have 11 land lots either 

under ownership or close to closing now. In November saw the arrival in somewhat of a 

crashing fashion of the first house, and the first two THI members moved into it, 
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although not realizing it would become a camping site for the next 6-7 weeks, as the 

inspection of the Electrics original failed, and so more delays unfolded. Delays unfolding 

has become a common theme as well as misinformation it seems, I guess some don't like 

what we are doing. House 2 & 3 should be on the lots in January and things will start to 

take shape. We have plans for a communal food growing garden next year when more 

members arrive, plus a tiny houses development should we get approval. More members 

are expected to follow us next year, as some decide to sell up their homes and move to 

the village. Exciting times ahead with that, and should be an interesting new year over 

there. With 11 owned and at least 3-4 to follow, that place will quickly feel like home for 

many members. One of the saddest events connected to the village this year, was the 

passing of one of our members to a very short illness, and we can be thankful for that, 

nothing worse than watching a loved one suffer for long periods before their passing. But 

THI and the TPC lost one of our disciples, Billy Willets, but Jeannie lost a husband and 

Sean and Christopher lost their father. Billy was really excited about joining the village, 

and I am sure he will be around us when we have more members there. The village is an 

exciting project with so many possibilities, and there is no limit to the potential of what 

we can achieve there, all it requires is a bit of effort, application and a willing to do better 

for the all, just like what unfolded for the TPC video. Not a single so called professional 

produced that, and that is the essence of the TPC in it's initial phase, just people working 

together in a committed way. 

 

One thing I have to mention about this year is the increase in camaraderie between the 

members. I do think the meet and greets that has taken place this year have consolidated 

many friendships within the group, and the village project will enhance that, providing 

we all do the work. The togetherness has been borne out by the Communal Gatherings as 

well, as for those that have joined have all gotten much out of it, including as closer knit 

group. The other thing that has blown me away is the generosity of many of the members 

in helping the village project move along. One of the things I have had to adapt to 

personally this year is, the ability to receive as well as give. I have often struggled with 

balancing between give and receive, it is who and what I am, and I get much pleasure 

giving, but this year I learned to receive as well. There has been many extraordinary 

donations to me this year, but also helpful donations in terms of loans to myself. You all 

know who you are, and I am eternally grateful for the help and support I have received 

this year. Often I have denied people their right or will to help me on a larger scale, 

which felt right for me, but in essence was denying other peoples rights and will to 

support me, this year that imbalance has more than been addressed. I wish to say thank 

you to you all who have helped, supported and donated your hard earned money to me 

this year. It is both humbling and encouraging for the future, and in some ways is taking 

away from the banks, which is an added bonus. WE MOVE AS ONE 
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There has been an increase in the humor in the show, as the absurdity increased but also 

the intensity. Humor for those who have met me is a part of who and what I am, and the 

shows reflect that in a way. You all have your own favorites, Zuckerberg with a silent F, 

mask man, clowns and many others, have come out of our show. But the funniest line this 

year was not said by me but Liam Torrance of Life Force, where he said to me that I don't 

have the bigger picture! MINIONS LAUGHING. I am sure all of you listening will be 

laughing at that statement, personally I thought it was hilarious, and even the Trustee will 

laugh at the stupidity of that comment, take a bow Liam Torrance, I guess he not only 

doesn't get the big picture, but the tiniest one either. The biggest takeaway from this year 

has been the march of truth, more and more people saw through their illusion game. That 

will increase next year as panic will set in, and denial of truth will become a pointless and 

stupid act, in essence it can be seen as a declaration of war between the people. From an 

overview non personal thinking process, those people are what encourages and brings in 

tyranny, harsh measures, wars, famines, droughts etc, for their continued approval and 

non questioning acts imposes policies on us all. These lazy non thinking, non action 

people are why this world is in a mess, you can carry on blaming the cabal, Illuminati and 

the 1%, but in reality land it is the people who enforce the tyranny on ourselves. I said 

this back in January of this year, it is as relevant now as it was back then. All the world is 

a stage and we are but mere actors, it is said. How do we act on the stage, is the key to 

going forward, how WE act, not how they act in the scene. They set the scene, they act 

stupid, they act with non thinking, they act based on impulse, greed and control. But, we 

have control of our own destiny, to reject their stage and their world, and engage it as 

minimal as possible. They are but mere puppets with no longer the strings hidden, their 

strings are now as clear as day. Wooden people operating with automated movements, 

jerked responses and parallel thinking patterns of sheer stupidity. You cannot teach a 

person with a built in program, they are not designed that way, the evidence of such is 

now overwhelming. They have to unhook from the program to then install the new one, it 

is the equivalent to the left and right hand path, the left is their limit of no gate, they have 

to fall on their own swords, to then start the climb of the right hand path. Yes, it is painful 

as friends, family and loved ones all exhibit the behavior patterns of the machines, they 

are all so addicted to. Their vision destroyed by the telly, their hearing destroyed by their 

programming, their thinking for the self, deleted by the media and bot operated 

factcheckers. Where there is no vision, the people are unrestrained. They can’t focus, 

can’t reach their goal, can’t follow their dream, they are without vision, those people 

perish. My imagination influences my aspiration, in other words, your dreams determine 

your destiny. To accomplish anything you must first have a mission, a goal, a hope and a 

vision. But these people have no vision, they are but a mere automaton puppets with 

limited programming, there sole performance on the stage is to copy and repeat, which is 

what their AI computer god has told them. Is there any value arguing with a computer? A 

computer is programmed to react to actions taken within the parameter of it's own 

program. So if you request it to do something it is not programmed for, what happens 
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next? it ignores you or denies your request. Blank stares, furrowed brows and a look of 

no comprehende. They look at you as if you speak an entirely different language, the 

reality is you are, you speak in trinary, not binary. The language, understanding and 

thinking program of truth, they have no ability to recognize it. You see in their world they 

are LARP's, live action role players all waiting for the next part to play on a stage. Whilst 

they wait for their next starring role on the stage, they are NPC's, non playing characters. 

An NPC is a human that is unable to think objectively, spouting opinions they are 

programmed to spout, and repeating it in a cult-like manner. You can all see that now, 

you cannot speak butterfly language to caterpillar people.  Are bots any different to the 

program computer? We have learned to look after ourselves in a group like setting and is 

somewhat unique. Bots have no interest in development of the self, their country or the 

world, as long as they are "entertained" or entrained by drivel the world puts out, is just 

fine and dandy for them. Seeking their saviors and dissolving any personal responsibility. 

We on the other hand do wish to develop the self and others and subsequently the planet, 

we are the sin eaters, but we absorbed it, then processed it and then healed it. That is the 

difference between us and them, I wish it wasn't, but it is what it is. We are not the 99%, 

we are the 15%. Wear it proud. 

 

We at THI and our information has been validated on a massive scale again this year, and 

for those who have been going through the transcripts from August 2018 onwards have 

witnessed that moreso. So, many confirms for the listeners to take on board, and proof 

our show gets a high percentage of things correct, which makes no difference to me, as I 

am not the one who has to listen to the show, but for the listeners it must bring music to 

your ears having followed many bs artists in the alt media circuit. That finally you have a 

show host who not only calls things right, but also comes up with the solutions to fix our 

problems. That is what makes this show unique, we can all find the problems, but only 

this show sadly provides common sense solutions for us all to work on to correct things. 

But, in my opinion we got one major approval this past year in somewhat strange 

circumstances, whereby their intent gave them away. Sometime in summer as the village 

began to unfold, The Trustee who has worked consistently with Black Sun members 

around her, including her current show host. Quote from Kim February 2019, Tank is 

working for Black Sun Generals and being paid $2500 a month by them to be a stooge in 

the alt media. Trump, Kim's boyfriend, the security team, the Reaganites in Langley and 

Tank, all where Black Sun. Kim has a listening problem as we have found out, and her 

now frequent links with the Black Sun, plus her desire to bring down the Rothschild's for 

killing her family, one can only say it clouded her judgement. Even the Black Rock 

takeover of the Rothschild's Fed, involves a Rothschild.. Kim can't stand Shane 

Sedore/Bales/The Ruiner, which is mutual I might add, Kim probably because Shane is a 

Rothschild. So, what an unlikely show that would be, two people who hate each other on 

opposite sides of the faction war, then deciding to go on a show together. Did they 

discuss world events? world problems? the Trustee failing to carry out her duties? The 
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Trustee failing to deliver on a single promise of over 40 since May 2020? No, the two of 

them chose to trash one tiny man, who has delivered on promises, has carried out his 

duties for and by the people. Does this make any sense? no, well it is a program then isn't 

it. So, why would two people representing the respective Dark Forces groups, who hated 

each other go on a show together to trash one man? Well, the only thought process 

behind that is, A: that man is a threat B: their handlers told them to do that and the 

outcome of it also means is, they recognize the fact that we are now officially the third 

option and we are a threat to their hegemony. The triality option I have been working on 

since starting radio show hosting, became a reality that day. What it confirms is, we the 

people under the banner of THI and the TPC are now a valid threat and a confirmed 3rd 

option, just maybe matrix 4 in some ways confirmed that as well. So I want to say a 

special thanks to Kim and Shane for confirming that with that show. To me it was a huge 

boost and confirmation, that we at this small group are now recognized by the dark forces 

as a threat. The key now is to take that threat and status onto a much wider scale, and 

work is and has been underway to do just that, the fruits of which will be seen in the New 

Year. The launch of the TPC Promotional video last week, brought joy to many and some 

tears of joy as well. It seemed to get Universal approval and shows the value of 

likeminded people coming together and building something for the future. It was a really 

balanced and productive video, that contained people from many walks of life and 

countries, all delivering a powerful and positive solution based video, that we all hope 

will spurs others outside of the group to participate and or donate to. The video shows 

people can and will work together to produce something to be proud of, and that's all it 

takes to change the world. I am hoping all who attended and the many more who will 

watch the archive, will go and spread the TPC message far and wide. I think finally now, 

many of you are seeing the vision I laid out 5.5 years ago, why the TPC is so important 

and what value it can bring if we all come together. Currently it is a relatively few who 

are involved, and I want to see you all stepping up to the plate, because in all ways, the 

TPC is far more important now than the THI shows. Here is a question for your higher 

selves in this song, apply it. CAN YOU TAKE ME HIGHER 

 

So what do we have in store for the coming year, you may all ask. Well last year we had 

two words that I said would define 2021, Renaissance and Resistance. Renaissance 

means rebirth, and I saw sufficient evidence of that throughout the year. It was a case of 

out with the old and a phasing in of the new. The old world people and ideas are falling 

apart literally, as many more people begin to see through the illusion. Resistance was the 

more prevalent of the two in the past year, as more and more people began to resist the so 

called authorities, and moreso their lie based narratives. Many people have resisted the 

vaccines, far more than authorities will admit, and many people have chosen to be vocal 

and partake in large public protests this year as well. Towards the latter of this year saw 

an increase in resistance, as many of the vaxxed began to feel the burn of the jabs and 

have joined the resistance. Announced this Thorsday, tick tock: the Resistance 
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countdown has accelerated. Over 250K Facebook pages of vaxxed people, complaining 

of nasty side effects and deaths within their circle says it all, but if only they had listened 

sooner. The collapse of the MSM viewing figures is another string to the resistance as 

well, as most people now will no longer tolerate the medias bias and abject lies. What this 

will all lead to into 2022 is, what I see as our breakthrough year. An end to the Covid 

fascism and quite possibly an end to Covid altogether on a day to day basis. Sadly, the 

injuries and deaths will continue throughout the year, but it will become clear to many 

more people that, it is the vaccines that is causing it. At that point the clowns will wish to 

end the cycle, but we must be aware they will likely have to create something else on a 

massive scale to replace it as a distraction. False flags may increase again, more potential 

war flare ups with Russia and Iran, and possibly India and Pakistan to become unstable 

again. I suspect the two biggest distractions will be, food shortage and some major global 

financial event. But, be comfortable knowing there are many including some in our own 

group that will continue to prevent malevolent actions, and push for a much brighter 

future for all who remain. My crossing into 2022 brought excitement for what is to come. 

I feel the quiet air and buzz of excitement going into this year, the collapse of their 

narrative will be a credit to us all for keeping going against the lies, despite the hostility 

thrown at us. The inner excitement is because finally the light said to be in a tunnel, 

which is a tube, I am glad some scientists caught onto that this year, but the tube, tunnel 

or egg timer is narrowing and that shafts of light are emerging. For the majority of people 

on this planet, that light at the end of the tunnel will be a train, the truth train they all 

denied, but 2022 will bring some much clarity, perhaps even some of the deniers will 

have no option. They will get angry when the truth train arrives in their world, do not join 

them in that anger, support where you can, but not too much, they must learn themselves 

the hard way. We have no time for I told you so rhetoric, or teaching them out of their 

rabbit holes, yes going down the rabbit hole was another trap, don't go chasing white 

rabbits. We have to push forward with improving all aspects of life, it will take them 

years to catch up, and we have another journey now of progression, big changes and 

teaching those ready new ways, new paths and new journeys. The light at the end of the 

tunnel was us all along, think of the mirror piece I did to work that out. The saying it is 

darkest before the dawn, may begin to make some sense in 2022 up to 2025, the year of 

the 9, and the final baktun from 2012. Remember the baktuns was within a pyramid 

structure, as it ends it tips upside down, just like an egg timer. What will change within 

our own group? Further website changes and upgrades, an increase in traffic, workload 

and categories within the Communal Gatherings. All the THI Facebook pages will likely 

be closed down early this year, they have made it clear we are not welcome, and to be 

frank it is us that should not be welcoming them, they are liars, anti life, encouraging 

division, creating child like bots of rank stupidity, we have developed enough to not need 

their Zionist Fascist platforms. All shows are now posted on the THI-Show.com page and 

our Mewe group. We will be working on the FRWL book next year and at sometime in 

the year, it will be released with much fanfare. Many of you have seen the importance of 
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that book, as the premise of it means for us all to come together as one, just like the TPC. 

The village project will expand exponentially next year, and I am looking forward to that, 

including some shows on the impact we are having or developments within the village. 

Coming soon into the new year a new project that has the potential to change the whole 

dynamics, of what is going on. I have 3 maybe 4 more Must Listen to Shows coming up 

in January, before I launch the new project. So what are the words for next year? taking 

back is one I got in November along with several other interesting downloads, the gist of 

which will unfold in late January or February. Taking back our sovereignty, rights, 

freedoms and planet is what I suspect is behind those words, and it is up to us all to 

manifest that, not sit back and wait for others. What I would like to see next year within 

our group is, it becomes the year of doing and not just listening, it will be important that. 

Many of you doubted the importance of the TPC until 4 years had passed, I do not want 

us to wait for another 4 years for the importance of all doing something that helps the 

greater good and the all. The message is, it is time to do, not just listen and wait. Maybe 

you should all consider using your phones less in 2022, calls and texts are fine, but using 

it for everything else is not a good way to use them. Go back to laptops and desktops for 

your computer usage, and use phones sparingly, delete all unnecessary apps. Remember 

this quote above all, and use it as a mantra for the coming year. As one system goes 

down, we have to work to replace it with something better, the void is never dark, it is 

only dark due to an absence of our light. The second words for this year I got is, it will be 

the year of the shedding, how that unfolds depends on many variants, pardon the pun. 

Will they use variants to cover it up? will the shedding just be the skin and it's malevolent 

contents, or will a larger shedding of many, many people disappearing be the 

overwhelming case? We must be prepared for both scenarios, and we must push on 

regardless of what and how that event unfolds. This is a very important phase for us all, 

one we must not waste as the dying ember of the old world collapses in on itself, and 

with mass shedding out goes many of the programs, programmed and the clowns ability 

to control anything anymore. Your resistance of 2021 led to the shedding of many of your 

so called friends and work colleagues, and also love partners on a large scale, the reason 

for that is not a thing of sadness, it is because you raised your frequency and that is 

something to celebrate, it was your own growth spurt. The shedding of many lead dark 

souled people will also unfold, including so called celebrities and politicians. The 

shedding of the narrative also, the shedding further of wheat and chaffe, this must not be 

seen as a loss, but a gain. Many are not ready for the change, many will dabble at it, but 

only the few will take it all on board, and the great question is, where on the board do you 

sit? All in all quite a remarkable year on all levels, that has seen us make steady progress, 

and in some cases major progress. We take that progress into this year and the goal is to 

expand upon it. In 2021 we really built the foundations and up to us all to continue to 

now build upon the foundations. We cannot afford to sit back on our laurels, we must 

strive to push forward for the greater good of all. Build it and they will come I have said 

earlier in the year, we built the village and people have come, we built the Communal 
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Gatherings and people have come, we created the TPC video and the people will come to 

support it. We must continue to build, continue to work on ourselves, continue to help 

and support each other and continue to develop who and what we are, what we stand for 

and above all, lift each other up. It has been a difficult year of observing, and they threw 

all kinds of shit at us, directly and indirectly, but we are all still here, we are progressing, 

developing and building in the right way. We did not give up, we rose up, we did not 

back down, we backed them down, we did not break up, we observed their break up and 

break down, we did not absorb them, we observed them, we did not regress, it was they 

who regressed, we progressed, we did not get jabbed, we jabbed them back with truth, we 

did not get tests, we tested them to the full, we did not wear masks, we got rid of the real 

masks, we did not get jammed at the bridge, we are crossing it, we did not live in fear, we 

have created fear for them, we did not lack in care, we rose to care, we did not fall in 

love, we are rising in love. BELIEVE 
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